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Acoustical chara이eristics of the Jing； An experimental 
observation using planar acoustic holography

Hyu-Sang Kwon*, Yang-Hann Kirn* and Minhong Rim*

ABSTRACT

The Jing is ;i traditional Korean percussion irstrument which plays a major roic in Korean folk music. The distingishing 

feature of this instrument is its unique, long lasting low tone timbre. In this paper, we investigated the vibro-acoustic 

charactcrisiics(if I he Jing. Our attention was focused mainly on finding out the physical variables that determine its unique 

sound. By 니】idwslandmg the way in which the Jing is manufactured, wc were able to realize that 나ic unique manufacturing 

and especially the tuning process by expert craftsman is responsible for the peculiar timbre the Jing produces. The exper

imental methods implcincntcd to analyze the Jing were planar acoustic holography and direct measurements by 

acveleromctcrs. The results from the holographic method and the direct mcasureincnts were in good agreement. It turned 

out that unlike most percussion in이「나mcnls which have inharmonic partials, the Jing has harmonic partials which are re

sponsible tor its unique low tonc timbre. From the holographic representations of the modes, it is clear that the antinodes 

arc locakxl in the center of the Jing which is coincident with the typical striking location. In addition, intensity maps were 

constructed so that the specific acoustic energy flow can be visualized. It was also interesting to see the the circulation of 

energy intensity which corresponds to the rotating mode of the Jing.

I . Introduction

The Jing is a traditional Korean percussion instrument 

which produces a very unique sound and there is no 

match for it any where in I lie w()rld[ 1, 2|. The major ob

jective of this paper is to give a physic：il explanation for 

all the magic behind the Jing's unique timbre. .As the first 

step in onr invesligalioit. wc visited a village where Jings 

arc made by expert craftsmen a nd examined the 

man나facturng process and found out what couki be lhe 

answer for the 니niq나cncss of the Jing. It was the 니nique 

tuning process of the Jing which involved "amnicring" its 

platc(Notc the dents and surface inhomogeneity in Fig. I) 

The hammering process was in fact the most important 

procedure in making the Jing and this tuning process 

requires many years of experience aiui know-how. Actu- 

ally only few very experienced craftsmen can do the 

hming. Il was a Iri시-and-crr()「procedure where the 

craftsman hammered a certain part of the plate and 

listenc<l to the tunc it produced ami went over the same 

procedure repeatedly until the sound it produced was sat

isfactory. Th rough car이'ul observation, we were able to 

come up with the physical variables that were affected by
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the hammering of the Jing which wc thought would he 

responsible for producing its unique sound. They were 

the thickness, surface inhomogeneity and material properties. 

In this paper though, we focused our attention on the 

effect of the thickness variation in the .ling which we 

thought was the major contributor to its 니nique sound.

The vibro-acoustic characteristics of the Jing was 

investigated experimentally, since the surface inhomo

geneity 이' the Jing a nd its complex geometry made it 

almost impossible to use analytical or numerical methods. 

Even though the Jing's nonlinearity such as the pitch 

gliding is whal makes it sound so uniq니c[l], wc focused 

our attention on the investigation of the linear behavior 

of the Jing ； i.e. the reponse of the Jing when subjected to 

relatively small excitations. Planar acoustic holography: 

which enables us to obtain 3D fl니d information from 

planar measurements of the sound fields, was imple

mented as the major experimental tool because it enables 

us to visualize the whole sound G이d around the Jing, as 

well as the vibration modes. An experiment using acce

lerometers was also peribrmed in order to compare its 

results with those from the holographic method.

II. Overview of Jing

As you can see in Figs.l and 2 the Jing is composed of 
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a circular plate and a rim around H. 1 he basic structure 

of the Jing looks pretty much like an ordiiuiry percussion 

instrument, but after a carcfui observation some peculiar 

characteristics of the Jing can be realized.

The man니I'acturing process of the Jing is d니'inil니y 

worth mentioning, since its unique man니”icluring pro

cess, especially the tuning process, is I he key factor in 

determining its sound quality. The first part of the inanu- 

facturing process involves hot-rolling and hammering 

of a lump of' brass into a Hat circular shape of appropri

ate size. And then the outer edge is bent to form the rim 

while the lump is still hot. After the basic forming pro

cess, it is left in the open air to be quenched. The follow

ing step is the tuning process or as mentioned previously 

the "hammering process'* which involves a Irial-and-crror 

procedure in which an expert craftsnuin hamnicrs ;i cer

tain pari of the plate and listens lo the sou nd after each 

stroke. This procedure is rcpeatal until the sou nd it 

produces is satisfactory lo his ears. As can be expected. 

나lis is 나】c most signiHeant part of the whole manufactur

ing process which makes the Jing so unique. The irrcgukir 

dents and rough surface from lhe liammcring 

can be seen easily in Fig. 1. With more careful observation 

of Fig. 1, it is possible lo notice that the dents arc 

concentrated on the outer region of the plate which arc 

responsible for the variation in the thickness and the cur

vature of the main plate. From the fad that there arc 

more dents on lhe outer part of the plate, it is expected 

that the outer part will be thinner than (lie inner part. In 

order to find out the thickness variation of the Jing, the 

plate's thickness was mcas니red at 25 grid points in which 

the distance between the neighboring grid points were 2. 

5cm (see Fig. 3). In Fig. 3, note that the thickness varies 

from 1 mm to about 3mm with a general tendency of 

decrease in thickness as one moves outward from the

(a) The front of Jing

(b) Vhe back of Jing

Fig 1 Photos of Jing. Nute the irregular dents on the main plate 
due to the hammering process
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Fig. 3 Thickness variationthe main plate. Thickness was 
measured al 25 different position along the two 
dcsiiznalcd axes
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center of the plate. This variation in thickness is what 

shifts the inharmonic partials toward harmonicity. It is a 

commom knowledge that a flat circular plate cannot pro

duce harmonic sound because of its inherently inhar

monic vibro-acoustic characteristics^, 4].

IK. Experiments

3.1 Implementing planar acoustic holography! 5-8]

The experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 4. Instead 

of using a large number of microphones, we applied scan

ning tcchnique|7| which only requires a 16 charm이 micro

phone array system. The reference microphone was 

located as shown in Fig. 4 and the other J 5 microphones 

were arrayed horizontally on a thin bar. The space be

tween the microphones were chosen to be 0.1m and the 

whole array was designed to allow vertical movements for 

scanning. The [이al number of measurement points was 

30 x 30 which involved a 15 microphone arra> to be 

located at 60 different positions. Pressures were measured 

at the corresponding positions for the complete scan. 

Both the vertical and the horizontal sampling space was 5 

cm. The only horizontal movement involved was shifting 

the whole array system sideways by 5 cm. The Jing was 

struck at each new scanning positions, so that the exper

iment involved 60 strokes with measurements corres

ponding to each stroke. At this point you may be 

wondering if this kind of experimental procudure would 

give a valid res니"since the sound fi이d is nonstationary. 

But, we found out that even though the fi어d is nonsta

tionary, the only variable that's changing is the magni

tude of sound pressure which decays at a very 이ow rate. 

Fig. 6 shows the nonstationarity of the field. It shows a 

very slow decay of SPL along the time axis and such a 

slow decay validates the use of the scanning technique 

described above. Thus, the sound fi미d can be viewed as a 

quasistationary Held and this justifies the use of the scan

ning method which can only be applied to stationary 

fields[기.

The Jing was struck on the back so that the rubber 

pendulum swing, used to simulate lhe mallet, wouldn't 

obstruct the press나「e measurements in the front of the 

Jing. (See Fig. 5) It was verified by experiments that 

striking the Jing on the back, instead of the front didn't 

affect the basic modal behavior of the Jing as expected of 

a linear system. (See Fig. 6 and 7) Th나s, 이riking the back 

of lhe Jing is justified. The rubber pendulum weighed 

0.27 kg and was released from a designated height to pro

duce a momentum of ().33 kgin/s at the point of 

impact. The momentum of ().33kgm/s was chosen so that 

a linear response of the Jing can be attained.

The aco니slic pressures were measured at a sampling 

rate of 2048 Hz and a 512 points-FFT was perfonned, so 

that the Nyquist frequency was determined to be 1012 Hz 

and the spectral resolution 4 Hz. The frequcncy responses 

arc shown in Fig. 8. The peaks at the frequency of 

m니liplcs of 6() Hz arc due to the electrical noise. Note 

that the dominant frequency components occur below 500 

Hz and that the levels decay at a very 이ow rate. This 

explains the extraordinarily long lasting low tones that 

the Jing produces. Also note that the high frequency 

components die out rapidly, which is why the Jing is 

low-tone-dominated.

analyzer computer

Fig. 4 Experimental set-up for the pressure mcasu代menis.
Fig- 5 Excitation of the Jing by the rubber pendulum. The 

location of the hologram surface is also indicated.
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(a) Response of the Jing when struck on lhe front
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(b) Response of the Jing when struck on the back

Fig. 6 The time histones of the acoustic pressure f'()r two differ 
ent striking locations : the「「o미 and the back lhe Jing, 
Note the slow rale (if decay.
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(a) Frequency response of the Jing when struck on the front.
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(b) Frequency response of the Jing when 이ruck on 나]c back.

Fig. 7 The frequency responses corresponding to I wo diHcrcnt 
striking locations: the front and the back ()f the Jing. 
Note that (a) and (b) 아low almost 나ic surnc bch;ivior.
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700500

frequency (Hz)

(f) 10-12 seconds

Fig. 8 SPL s measured at the reference microphone for each 
time intervals of 2 seconds after striking the Jing. Mode 
shapes corresponding to the fundamental and its 
overtones are shown in the small circles. H denotes the 
multiple of 60Hz which arc due to the electrical noise. 
Note the different decay rates of each fiequency 
components.

3.2 Measuring the mode shapes using accelerome

ters! 2, 9]

The planar acoustic holography inherently renders pre

diction errors due to finite number of measurement 

points, even though it usually gives satisfactory results as 

long as adequate number of measurement points are 

use이6, 8|. To find out if the holographic reconslruction 

of the vibration modes was good enough, the mode shape 

of the Jing was measured using accelerometers. Such a 

direct measurement was performed in order to compare 

its results with those predicted by the holographic method 

and ensure that the holographic data we have obtained 

are relia비e.

The basic experimental set-up is similar to 나tai of the 

holographic method. The only difference is that in this 

case, the microphone array was removed and accele

rometers were glued on the Jing. An impact hammer was 

used as the striking tool instead of the rubber pend비um 

swing. In measuring the mode 마lapcs, the principle of 

reciprocity had been applied so that instead of using a 

large number of accelerometers, we only needed one. Ac

tually four accelerometers were used to ensure that the 

acceleration can be measured as long as any one of the 

four accelerometers is not located on a nodal line： in fact 

two accelerometers would have been enough to ensure 

data acquisition. The accelerometers weighed 5g each, 

thus the mass loading effect was insignificant. They were 

positioned near the edge of the main plate to avoid 

having them located on nodal lines as much as possible 

as in Fig. 9. Fortunately, the res니ts from the four 

accelerometers turned out to have the same relative 

magnitudes in the frequency domain, which means that

exciting positions
position of 1st accelerometer 
position of 2nd accelerometer 
position of 3rd accelerometer 
position of 4th accelerometer

•

。
⑵

3)
4)

Fig- 으 The specific locations of' 나le accelerometers.

none of them were located on nodal lines. As shown in 

Fig. 11, the「미ativc magnitudes are the same, 나ius the 

same mode shape w이jld be obtained. The number of 

measurement points or in this case the striking points 

were 70, 49 of which were positioned on the same 

locations corresponding to the holographic scanning 

positions on the main plate, i.e. with the same grids, and 

the remaining 31 points on the rim to inve니igalc 나ic 

vibro-acoustic behavior of the Jing.

Since the signals we had obtained from the four 

accelerometers virtually gave the same mode 나we 

processed 나signals from just one of 나｝osc and the 

signals from the force transducer. We performed FFT to 

see the frequency reponses and the m아기lity(acceleration/ 

force) was obtained.

. Results and Disc니ssions

4.1 Frequency characteristics

In Fig. 8 which shows 나ic SPLs measured by the refer

ence microphone, sharp peaks at 112, 196, 228, 304, 340, 

416, and 456 Hz are observed, which are the dominant 

「re이uency components of the Jing. These tones also have 

이。w decay rates as shown in Fig. 10, and it is these low 

frequency components that make the Jing's low tones last 

for so long. Note that in Fig. 8, the three most dominant
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Fig. 10 Decay rates of 나ic dominant low tones, [■specially, note 
the decay rales of the luntiamcnlall 1 1211/1 and ils 
overtones!?2S and 340Hz)
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(a) Frequency response from the 1st accelerometer.

(b) Frequency response from the 2nd accelerometer.

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 000

frequency (Hz)

(d) Frequency response from the 4th accelerometer.

Fig. 11 Frequency responscs(vibration v니ocily/t'oicc) obtained 
from each of the four accelerometers.

I rcquency components I 12, 22S, and 34()너z have ratio of 

i : 2.04 : 3.04 winch means that they are almost perfectly 

harmonic. In fact, such harmonicity is not encountered in 

oixiinary percussion instruments in which the tones show 

inliarnionicily[3, 4|. These tones were found to be the 

nalural frequencies of the Jing as illustraletl in Fig. 1 1. 

Note the sharp peaks of the imaginary parts and the 

zero-crossings of the real parts at these frequencies which 

clcurly (icnionstralcs that they arc the natural f「cq니cncics.

After careful comparisons of the SPL mcasurcm이Us at 

the reference microphone (Fig. 8) and the frequency re

sponse from the direct measurement (Fig. 11), it can be 

noticed that two of the major「req니나icy componcnts(22S 

11/ and 340 Uz) that appeared in lhe SPL data are missing 

m Hie dire니 incasurenient data. This phenomenon can be 

understood if you consider the mobilities(、니ocily/f'orcc) 

at these two frequencies.

Recall that in the SPL measurement, the Jing was 

excited by lhe rubber pendulum swing whereas in lhe 

direct measurement the excitation was carried out using 

lhe impact hammer. This difference in the magnitudes of 

the excitation is probably responsible for the two missing 

frequency components in the direct measurement data. In 

l;ig. 12, note that the relative magnitudes at 23() and 345 

Hz show strong dependence on the magnitude of the 

input force, while other peaks show some constancy. Also 

note that the peaks at 230 and 345 Hz become more 

pronounced as the magnitude of the input force is 

increased.

4.2 Spatial characteristics of the tones

Investigating 나ic spatial distributions and behavior of 

the radiated sounds from the Jing is one of the most 

important factors that is required in order to completely 

characterize the unique acoustic properties of the Jing. To 

do ihis, we visualized the sound 「i니ds 나sing the planar 

acoustic holography.

F'ig. 1 3 shows the mode shapes reconstructed from the 

holographic data and those from the direct measure

ments. Note that the mode 나】apes at 228 Hz and 340 Hz 

by 나】 c direct incarsurcmcnts arc omit led since these two 

components didn't appear in the frequncy response data 

iluc to weak excitation by the impact hammer. At other 

major frequencies, it is clear that the reconstructed images 

arc in go(시 agreement with the the direct measuremenls. 

This demonstrates I ha I the planar acoustic holography 

gives valid results. The vibration ot' the rim was also 

visualized with 나ic vibration amplitude magnified by 10 

times, but it lurried out that its vibration is almost negli

gible as is 이car in the graphs.
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The spatial characteristics of the sound fi비ds were 

studied by the acoustic intensity map. (See Fig. 14 anti 

15) The acoustic intensity vectors were rcconslructed on 

four planes along the z axis, where the z axis is normal to 

the holographic plane. The active intensity vectors, of 

which the time-averaged v시ucs are non-zero, c()rrcspon<i 

to net local transporl of energy - whereas the reactive 

intesity vectors, of which the lime-averaged values are 

zero, correspomi to locally reacting energy thal does not 

propagate. By looking at the mean active intensity, the 

details of how sound is radiated from the Jing can be 

clearly seen, r.specially, note the intensity map for 416 H/ 

where rotating energy flow associated with a circulating 

mode can be observed.

In the holographic reconstruction of the mode shapes, 

the dominance of the harmonic tones ； 11 2, 22S, and 340 

Hz, can be observed. After a careful observation of the 

mode shapes in Fig. 13(a), (d) and (f) at the mentioned 

frequencies, the anti-nodes localed in the center of lhe 

Jing can be noticed. This means that a typical stroke 

right in the center of the Jing will give rise to these 

domint modes.
frequency = 176 버z

(b)

vl 板山

frequency = 199 Hz

frequency = 112 Hz
(a)

frequency - 196 Hz

(c)
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Fig. 13 Comparisons of the measured mode shapes and the 
reconstructed normal velocity image of lhe main plate 
by planar acoustic holography.
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(a) 112Hz (b) 176 Hz (c) 196 Hz (d) 228 Hz

Fig. 14 Reconstructed mean active intensity vectors. The ma
gnitudes of the intensity vectors on z ■- ().025, ().05, 0.1 m 
were multiplied by factors of 2, 4, and 16 respectively.

(a) 112 Hz
(b) 176 Hz (c) 196 Hz

(e) 304 Hz (0 340 Hz (g) 416 Hz

Fig. 15 Rcc이islructed reactive intensity vectors. The ma
gnitudes of the intensity vectors on z = ().025, 0.05, 0.1m 
were multiplied by factors of 2, 4. and 16 respectively.
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V. Conclusions

It turned out that the harmonic overtones of the funda

mental have higher sound presure levels than the other 

tones, and these overtones seem to be the major contribu

tor to the Jing's peculiar timbre, especially the I eng last

ing tones which give a clear sense of pitch. The antinodes 

at the dominant hamionic frequencies were found to he 

located in the center of the Jing just like you would 

expect from any other percussion inst「니menls. The com

parison of the holographic data and the direct measurements 

with accelerometers showed good agreement, which 

justifies the assumption of quasistationary sound fields.

The intensity map was constructed to visualize the 

actual energy flow in the sound field of interest. The 

rotating energy flow corresponding to the rotating mode 

at 416 Hz was especially interesting.

The harmonicity of the tones in the Jing is attained 

through a unique tuning process which involves hammering 

the main plate of the Jing. This hammering process gives 

rise to thickness variation, s나「face inhomogeneity, and 

changes in the material property and these factors are re

sponsible for shifting the inharmonic partials to 

harmonicity. Such an ingenuity in the tuning process is 

what makes the Jing stand out from other ordinary per- 
cus*on instruments.
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